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         Highly effective, acidic hardfloor cleaner 

 

Properties: 

* high acidic, powerful scrubber-basic agent  
* solves highly effective sedimentations and scale of lime, rust, beer, milkstone  
   and cement haze 
* extra low foaming 
* with corrosion protection formulation 
* machine- (BR/BD) and manual applicable 
* free of hydrochloric and phosphoric acid 
* clear, reddish liquid with mild odour 
* pH- value < 1 in concentrate  
 

Fields of application: 

* sanitary area    * tiles  
* toilettes     * armatures 
* swimming pools and swimming halls  
* contract cleaners    
* outlaying floor covers 

 

Use and processing: 

    dosing  temperature 

* maintenance cleaning    1-5%    cold 
* basic cleaning    5-25%   cold 
* removing cement haze  10-50%   cold 
* removing cement haze   10-30%   cold 
  on cast concrete stone 
 
reaction time approx. 3-5 min.  
 

Economy: 

1 l RM 751 is sufficient for the maintenance cleaning of approx. 190 m²  – when dosed 
5% - medium soiled areas. 
 
Handling: 

Measure the necessary amount of water, add RM 751, mix properly and fill it into the 
tank; when using large machines, make the pre-dilution separately and then put it into 
the tank. 
 
Remarks: 

* water the joints thoroughly with clear water 
* do not apply on marble, calciumcarbonate stone or acid sensitive surfaces 
* rinse in the food area with drinking water 
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* do not allow to dry cleaning agents on surfaces 
* when apply manual, wear acid resistant protective gloves 
* store frostfree 
 

Attention: 

Xi Irritant; R36/38 Irritating to eyes and skin 
S 23 Do not breathe spray  
S 26   In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical  

advice 
S 36/37/39  Wear suitable protective clothing, gloves and eye/face protection 
S 51 Use only in well-ventilated areas. 
S 60 This material and its container must be disposed of as hazardous waste. 
 
 

 
Further information:  

Material safety data sheet 

 
   

Process: 

Object: e.g. new jointed tiles in e.g. toilette, swimming hall 
* water the joints thoroughly with clear water   
* apply cleaning agent solution and brush properly   
* after a reaction time of approx. 5 min., treat the surface several times with the scrubber with  

maximum pressure of the roller brushes 
* suck off the used dirt water 
* rinse with lots of water and brushes and suck off again.  
* after the use rinse also the machine with clear water 
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Alfred Kärcher GmbH & Co. KG 
Alfred-Kärcher-Str. 28-40 
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http://www.karcher.com 
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